Whatever your
transportation needs
are, we can help.
Whether you need one truck for an
unplanned situation or regular service
on a daily basis, we have access to
thousands of carriers with whom we

can negotiate very attractive rates on
your behalf. We can bring containers
from any international destination to
your dock doors and that of your

XPERTFRIEGHT is a global transportation company
providing multi-modal (Point of Origin to End User),
domestic & international freight solutions and services.
We can provide Box or Flatbed vehicles for Full or LTL
needs. As a Broker, and through our many
partnerships, we have full transportation capabilities (to
include container import/export) poised to meet virtually
any customer need. We can also supply a wide variety of
warehouse-related products such as pallets (custom
available), shrink packaging, etc. Our holistic goal, from
a supply chain management perspective, is to establish
long term partnering relationships with favorable
business impact to our customer base.

customers. We offer intermodal
options on many of your long distance
lanes. There are many solutions to
your shipping needs, let us help find
one for you.

FREIGHT
BROKERS

XPERTFREIGHT
PO BOX 842
ANNISTON, AL 36202-0842
P: 800-671-1408
F: 800-743-0914

Treating EVERY
customer like they are
our ONLY customer!

Transportation
is our only
business

Got Freight?
We have trucks – as a matter of fact we
work with more than 4,000 trucking
companies to find you the best service,
rates and transit times possible. We

XPERTFREIGHT began as an in-house

have invested in the tools necessary to

freight brokerage company for a pallet

help us plan your shipments to best

broker in Atlanta. Our only focus, as we

coordinate with the needs of carriers

learned the business, was to move

which in turn afford us the ability to

truckloads of pallets all over the United

negotiate for very attractive rates.

States. Within the first six months we
were developing our own customers and
helping them improve their margins

Got Trucks?

simply by reducing transportation costs.

Having your own trucks is great for the

We have seen our business double in

short runs, but as soon as you get past a

the last year and we truly believe that we

certain radius the cost to run your own

will continue to grow by “Treating every

trucks is frequently more than to ship on

customer like they are our ONLY

an outside carrier. Imagine how many

customer”.

more potential customers you could











Dry vans
Flatbeds
Reefers
Intermodal
Mexican and Canadian
Shipments (to & from)
International
Import/Export
Heavy and Oversized
Equipment Moves
Rail & Air Capacity
Dedicated Programs

have if you were to expand your radius
Doug Kidd – President

to 200 miles. 300 miles? Wouldn’t it
also be nice to know that if one of your

trucks broke down there were hundreds
of other trucks available to solve your
immediate problem – delivering your

XPERTFREIGHT

product to your customer ON TIME! We

PO BOX 842
ANNISTON, AL 36202-0842
P: 800-671-1408
F: 800-743-0914

can provide both short term and long
term transportation solutions.

